A powerful technique for three-dimensional object recognition has been the use of geometric invariants: measurable relationships between geometric objects that are invariant to transformations such as projection. Because of the invariance, these measurements will be the same whether measured on the actual three-dimensional object, or in the image. Therefore, objects in the image can be recognized i f the same invariant can be found. In this paper, we investigate the automatic extraction of crossratio invariant features for object recognition. We show that clustering is a promising technique in this extraction, because it reduces the dependency on tuning parameters in the image processing phase.
Introduction
Geometric invariants are measurable relationships between geometric objects that are invariant to transformations such as projection. Because of the invariance, these measurements will be the same whether measured on a three-dimensional object, or in an image of that object. Therefore, objects can be recognized in an image if their known invariants can be found [4, 81. Generally, invariants are based on collections of feature points extracted from an image, such as corners, line intersections, or circle centers.
One invariant that has been widely used in computer vision is the cross-ratio, based on the distances between four collinear points [4]. Labeling the points as A, B, C and D, the cross ratio is simply (AB)(CD) / (AC) (BD) . If the same four collinear points can be found in different images of the same object, their ratios will be the same as the cross ratio measured. As an example, Figure 1 shows an image of three floppy disks, and Figure 2 shows the edges in the image, with collinear point sets for two cross-ratio invariants identified. In this image, point features were chosen at line segment intersections (image corners), as well as at intersections between line segments and circles.
The goal of this work is to develop techniques for automatically extracting invariant features for recognition of objects from images of those objects. Invariants that are automatically extracted from a set of training images of a given object can then be used to recognize that object in complex images. Using geometric invariants, we will extend our previous work on two-dimensional object recognition by clustering [5,6,7] to three dimensions.
All feature extraction must begin with image processing. Problems with traditional image processing techniques include both sensitivity to noise and occlusion, and dependence on parameters such as smoothing coefficients and thresholds that greatly affect the extraction outcome.
Tuning these parameters is a crucial and difficult step in ensuring reliable feature extraction. If the parameters are 0-7803-6274-8/00/$10.00 O 2000 IEEE too restrictive, then important image features will be missed, causing the objects that contain those features to also be missed. To ensure that the necessary features are extracted, the parameters must be less restrictive, but then many additional points that are not directly related to the desired features are also extracted. In the case of invariantbased object recognition, this means that many extra invariants, not related to any objects in the image, will be computed.
In this work, we hope to show how fuzzy clustering can reduce the dependency of feature detection on arbitrary tuning parameters, making it more robust and automatic. We specifically address the extraction of invariant point sets for cross ratios.
Feature Extraction Overview
The process of feature extraction has three main parts: image preprocessing, line detection, and invariant extraction. Image preprocessing reduces the amount of data in the image by locating significant image boundaries. Line detection determines the relevant straight lines formed by these boundaries, and invariant extraction finds sequences of feature points along the extracted lines.
Image Preprorocessing
The goal of image preprocessing is to generate simple line-drawing images such as the one in Figure 2 . Our implementation uses the Canny edge detector [l] for this extraction. While the extracted edges are generally good, they include many short, incorrect, (noise) edges as well as the correct boundaries. These can be seen in the thresholded edge result in Figure 3 . Noise edges are removed through a two-step process: first, connected components are extracted from the thresholded edge image, and then the smallest components, those with the fewest edge pixels, were eliminated. After noise removal, the resulting edges are quite clean, as can be seen by comparing the edges in Figure 4 with the middle disk in Figure 3 .
The parameters for edge detection and the thresholds for edges and significant components were chosen empirically, as is common practice.
Since all of the image preprocessing steps operate on a pixel-by-pixel basis, they have been carried out on the three-disk image. Line detection and invariant extraction, however, are carried out on single-disk subimages.
2.2
Line Detection To extract collinear point sets, one must first extract significant straight lines from the image. These lines correspond to major linear features such as the edges of the disks and of the metal slider. We chose the Hough transform[3] for line detection, because it operates globally on the image rather than locally, and prominent long lines are the best basis for cross ratio invariants. The Hough transform works by allowing each edge point in the image The parameter space is discretized; in our case, both the range of distances ( r ) and angles (9) are divided into 360 equal subranges. For each point, for each angle, the distance from that point to the origin is determined, and the parameter table for that distancelangle pair is incremented. After all edge points are considered, the peaks in the parameter space indicate which lines are supported by the most points from the image. Figure 6 shows the parameter space for the middle disk, whose edges are shown in Figure  4 . The darker spots indicate peaks that correspond to image edges. Finally, Figure 7 shows the edges that correspond to values greater than 20 in the parameter space. Darker edges have more support than lighter edges.
The discretization of the parameter space is one of the hidden tuning parameters of the Hough transform. With non-overlapping bins, all lines within a bin are reported as the single line at the center of the bin. When the bins are too large, the reported lines do not overlap the actual lines in the image. For precision, we must err on the side of bins that are too small.
When small bins are used, the result is another problem. Because the line segments are digitized, not every point on a segment yields exactly the same line. Thus, strong lines tend to respond to several neigboring bins. This explains the thick bundles of lines in Figure 7 . Any threshold large enough to pick up the desired lines will also pick up many extraneous lines due to this effect.
What is needed is a way to recognize one strong line for each bundle, or cluster, in the parameter space. Thus, we add a clustering step after thresholding using a relatively low threshold.
For these experiments, we use K-Means clustering[2], setting K to 25 (approximately twice as large as the number of desired line segments). The cluster centers are initialized by evenly partitioning the sorted data points. The effect of this method is to distribute the initial centers roughly evenly across the occupied portion of the parameter space. Each cluster center is calculated as the sum of its (S,9) vectors, weighted according to the number of votes in the parameter space. After cluster centers are calculated, each point is moved to the closest cluster and the centers are recalculated. The Euclidean geometric distance (S2+e2) is used to determine the closest cluster. After each iteration, any empty clusters were dropped. The clustering ends when no points change clusters during an iteration.
Clustering cuts down the number of extraneous segments, as is seen in Figure 8 . Comparing Figure 8 to the original image in Figure 4 , the four boundary edges of the disk can be seen among the strongest (darkest) lines detected. The dark segment cutting the corner at the upper left corresponds to the edge of the left disk that was not cropped out of this image. (This is a good example of unavoidable 
. Extracting Invariants
Each detected edge is a possible line along which cross ratios can be computed. Currently, we use a brute-force method for finding point sets. In general, every intersection point between every pair of lines is computed, and any line lhat has four or more intersections with other lines yields one or more invariants.
In reality, not every intersection is considered. Because of numerical instability, it is difficult to accurately determine the intersection of near-parallel lines. Thus, intersections within 30 degrees of parallel are ignored. Intersections that fall outside the boundaries of the image are also ignored. Finally, we believe that most useful intersections will be on or near image edges. Therefore, intersections that do not have an image edge within a threshold distance (currently 10 pixels) are ignored. (These parameters were determined empirically on the center disk subimage, and used without modification on the other subimages.)
Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the points extracted for each of the three disks, overlaid on the original image. In Figures 10 and 11 , the points are not aligned with the right edge of the disk. This is a negative effect of clustering; the lines from the disk's border and the edge of the slider were averaged together to get a parallel line between the two. Even with these problems, the point sets look good, qualitatively. The boundary edges of the disk seem to have similar selected points, for example the five points across the top (with the slider) boundary of the disks in Figures 10  and 11 , and the points down each of the sides of the disks. These collections of similar points should yield similar invariants.
For every set of four points on an extracted line segment, one invariant is calculated. Even though the number of intersections seems limited, the number of invariants is still large. For the middle disk (Figure 9 ), there are 518 invariants. While some of those are useful in detecting disks, many of them are spurious. The question that remains to be answered is: which of these invariants can be relied upon to recognize floppy disk objects?
Choosing Relevant Invariants
Relevant invariants are those that are apparent in all images of a given object, but not in images of other objects. Our original plan was to cluster the invariants from multiple images of the same object to find large clusters that contained feature sets from all of the objects.
IJnfortunately, as Figure 12 shows, the invariants detected from each object cover a nearly continuous range of values (even when a log scale is used) rather than discrete subsets that can be easily clustered. Figure 13 shows a zoomed-in background clutter).
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clustering is attempted, these insufficient gaps make the result overly dependent on the seed values. Additional filtering of this invariant space is needed. Our initial hypothesis was that the invariant space would be filtered by intersecting the sets of invariants found in myltiple images. At least for our initial training set of three images, the invariant sets were so dense that little filtering by intersection is possible. Therefore, we now plan to look at methods of filtering on these small data sets before extending our work to larger training sets.
Therefore, we plan on further investigating both our initial feature extraction and our final step of extracting intersections to see where additional filtering can reduce the number of invariants without losing significant ones. One aspect that we will consider is whether filtering based cluster validity measures, both in the Hough parameter space clusters and the invariant-based clusters, can aid in the selection of relevant invariants.
Conclusion
We have made progress in automatically extracting fourpoint cross-ratio invariants automatically from images. A unique feature of our method is a clustering phase to reduce the dependency of line extraction on the discretization parameters of the Hough transform. Although our current method does not yet sufficiently filter the invariants, we are encouraged by our progress so far and plan to work further on the filtering steps.
